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, Earlier, tlie analysis of the experimental data [l J led to the neutron:: 
electron scattering length value in support of that obtained in the diffraction 
e~periment on· tungsten· (2 ].Their average is 

. ane = (-1.59 ± 0.04) x 10-3 fm, · (1) 
, 

which gives the mean square radius of electric charge distribution inside. the 
neutron ' •. 2 .J.2 . 2 

<'fn>N = 311. (ane - ap) /(Me)< 0, (2) 

· where aF.= µne2J (2Mc2) =.-l.468xI0-3 fm is th_e Foldy's term: 

The above value of a is in contradiction with the result of (3,4 ]: ne · · • 
. ane = (-1.32±0.03) X w:--3 fm, , . (3) 

from which it follows that 

,· 

· .. 2 
<r .. >N > 0 . 

. Ill 

Then the ·q~estiori arises: What is the <r~ >N 'still equal to? . In 

First, allow me three remarks: . .. . . . 

(4) 

1) In (1] into atot orily corrections for Schwinger scattering and'solid sta,te 

effects (maki~g together not more ·than 0.8 % ) were introdu~ed. This means that 
the value of y = at t (E) / ( 4n) - a2 h (a h is the coherent scattering length), 

. 0 . . co co . . . 
'being analysed in [1 ], inthe case of bjsmuth must not turrr into zero at E = 0 
as the authors of (5 ], criticizing [l ], would like to. In the expression for1y, at 
E=0, at least terms due to incoherent scattering on bismuth must remain. · 

2) In (1] the expression. for y contains independent of energy terms p2 
which were varied to achieve better description of the experimental data .. These 
terms make about 15% of they value. 

3) Because in (1 ] the data are analysed on the basis of the S-:matrix ofthe 
· form . . . 

(5) . Snn=exp(2io 1)[1. -i-.;;;:,.. r . ./· (E-E.+iT./2)], po · .··4'. IIJ, · J · J 
J . . . . 

i ' , ~ ' • 

.where c3p~t is the potential nuclear s~attering phase, r 11i and r,are the neutron 

and total widths of thej-th resonance with the energy E., the relation 
. J . 

~, 
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atot = 2ng (1 - ReSnn) I k2 (6) 

does not contain interresonance interference terms, which is quite natural. 
Let us now try to take account of interresonance interference. Terms appear 

* due to it in the expression for atot' if one takes S-matrix in the form (6] 

s1111 = exp(2iopot)[l + i ~ (allj + if3nj)/(µj- E- ivj)], 
I 

(7) 

where 

~ (allj+ Pnj )= ~ rnj' ~ Pnj=0,µj= Re Ej 'vj = -Im Ej 'opot = -kR, 
I J J 

Ei is the complex energy of j-th resonance (at {3
11
i = 0 Ej = Ej - i rj /2). At 

/3
11
j = 0 we have a

10
t as the sum of Breit-Winger's terms taking into account 

only interference between thi:; potential and resonance scattering. In general, 
calculations using the many-level expression for the atot on the basis of S-matrix 

(7) are rather difficult. In (8 ] from exps. (6) and (7) there was deduced the 
two-level formula for atoi in the S-matrix formalism: 

where 

/ 2 / 2 2 
atot = apot + 2ng k [(Glvl + Hl(µl - E)) ((µi - E) + vl) + 

+ (G2v2 + H2(µ2 - E)) I ((µ2 - E)2 +vi)], (8) 

Gl = alncos2opot - Pnsin2opot' G2 = a2ncos2opot + Pnsin2opot' 

H 1 = f3,/os2opot + a 111sin2opot' H2 = -{3ncos2opot + a 2nsin2opot' 

aln + if3n = fin' a2n - if3n = f2n' 

2El,2 = E,- ir/2 + E2- ir/2 + 

+[(E2 - ir/2- E 1 + ir/2)2 - rf2f2, 
r- r 2 r . 2 rv2 rv2 . 2 ln = lncos 'P + 2nstn 'P + In 2n stn 'P, 

f2n = r 2n cos
2

<p + rln sin
2

<p - rr~ rr~ sin2<p, 

B = i r 12 C(E2 - E 1 - i rz12 + i r/2)2 - rf2 fv2, 

<p = arcsin(B/2), 

*Attempts made in [SJ to choose appropriate S-matrix form are in contradiction with the generally 
accepted idea of it (see also [7], for example). 
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E 1 andE2 are the energies of resonances and r 1, r 2, r 111 and f 211 are the widths 

of resonances, r 12 = (f1 rz)'12 [8] is the interresonance width, -in our case 

being r;2 « (E2 - E1)2. 
The calculation results of interresonance interference terms by formula (8) 

for bismuth (resonances E1 = 800 eV and E2 = 2310 eV) and lead-208 (E1 = 

507 ke V and E 2 = 1735 ke V) are summarized in the following Table. 

Table 

Energy E, eV 

l:i.a. 10-27cm2 
int' 

Bismuth 
(E

1
=800 eV, E

2
=2310 eY) 

1 16 50 

±20.7 ±20.0 ±20.5 

Lead-208 
<E

1
=507 keV, E

2
=1735 keV) 

1000 25000 

±4.9 ±4.2 

As it follows from the Table I:,. a. t is practically independent of energy and its m 

·value makes about 0.2% atot for bismuth and 0.04% atot for lead-208. Its sign 

depends on the choice of the sign before the square root off 1
11

, r 211, Band f 12. 

Another S-matrix form can be used, e.g., from [9, 10 ]: 

Sec'= exp(i c:)pot,c + i c:)pot,c') [()cc'+ i ~ (f;)l/2 (f).'c')'i2A,u,]' (9) 

where o cc' is the delta function, 

(A-1),u, = (E,1_ - E) c3~, - i/2 L (f,1.c)'l2 (f,1_,c)'lz. 
C 

From (9) for the case of two-levels one obtains: 

s11/l = exp(2i ()pot) [l + i rill/ (/:,,.El - i/2(f1 + r2 !:,,.E/ /:,,.E2)) + 

+i r21! /(/:,,.E2 - i/2(f2 + fl!:,,.Ezl !:,.El))+ 

+ f/fr~ - f~~)2 
/ (2t,,.E1)/(t,,.E2 -. i/2 (f2 + f 1t,,.E2 / /:,,.E1)) ], (10) 

where M,1_ = E,1_ - E. 

For bismuth at neutron energies below 50 e V the real and imaginary parts of the 
last term iri. (10) are considerably smaller than the respective parts of the second 
and third term and so this last term can be neglected. By expressions (6) and 
(10) for s-neutrons scattered on bismuth we calculate !:,,.aini = ±22x 10-27 cm2 
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at E=l eV and !:,.a. t = ±23x 10-27 cm2 at E=50 eV. These are in agreement 
m 

with the figures in the Table. With the third resonance (E2=5102 eV) -of 

bismuth accounted for, the value of !:,.a. t changes by less than 20% m 

(/:,,.aint = ±27x 10-27 cm2); and that of atot' by no more than 0.5%. From (6) 

and (10) one may conclude that l:,,.aint - rl,i r,1.+ / k2 = const, i.e., it is 

practically independent of energy: And the above performed numerical 
calculation confirms this conclusion. The same conclusion can be made about 
!:,,.aint = din [5 ]: 

d = R2 ~ ~ [y~y~ I ((E - E
0

.)(E - E0.))] = const (herey2 = r /2kR)). 
LJLJ lJ I ~ 11 
i"'i •. 

Since in [ 1 ] the variable p2 is also independen~ of energy, introduction into 

expression for atot of constant in value, small interresonance interference terms 

obtained in this work or work [5] cannot affect the result a of determination in 
. lie 

[ l ], but will of course change p2 a little. 

So from refs. [ 1,2] is follows that <r~ >N < 0. 
Ill 

In conclusion it is worth noting that the obtained result is an important test 
of contemporary ideas of the neutron, e.g., of the Cloudy Bag Model' [11 ]. Cal
culations made in the frame of this model give also <r7,? N < 0 and do not agree, 

even in sign, with the result of refs. [3,4 ]. Moreover, the knowledge of the sign 
and value of the anomalous magnetic moments of the neutron and proton alrea
dy in the 50's allowed qualitative 
representation of electric charge p(r) 
distribution p(r) inside the nuc- I a) 
leon as illustrated in the Figure 
[12 ]. Since <? >N= f r2p(r)d3

,; 
Ill 

then for the neutron one obtains 
<r7t? N < 0 due to a negative 

<<tail>> ofp(r) at larger (12-14 ]. 
Thus, according to refs. [3,4 ], 
once <l >N > 0, one should re-m 
consider current ideas of the 
structure of thtt neutron. 

Fig. Expected electric charge distribution 
inside the nucleon, a) the proton; b) the 
neutron. 

b) 
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Finally, a few words about already existing in and expected from refs. (3,4) 
uncertainties: in (4 ], the resonance scattering and the imaginary part of the 
scattering amplitude are not fully accounted for. In particular, there is no inde
pendent of energy term like p

2 
in [l ]. Had this term been accounted for, we 

should immediately have ane = - l.59x 10-3 fm. As for ref. [3 ), one cannot see 

any incorrectness on the face of it. However, when measuring a 0.5% neutron 
scattering asymmetry in noble gases with an error less than 3% one must be 
absolutely sure of the absence of any side effects (p-resonances, light gases 
admixtures, etc.) leading to false asymmetry. So in the case of xenon the 
presence at about 0.1 eV neutron energies of a weak <r

110 
= 10-7 - 10-8 eV) 

p-resonance changes essentially the scattering asymmetry observed [ 14 ). Note 
that a resonance in 0

101 
with a neutron width of the order of 10-7 eV can hardly 

be detected in a conventional transmission experiment. 
The author gratefully acknowledges the help of Mrs. T.F.Drozdova in the 

preparation of the English version of this paper. 
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